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CHAPTER V  

CONCLUSION  
 

  In September 2015, Germany faced the huge number of refugees who 

were looking for the asylum seekers. There approximately more than 1 million 

refugees put Germany as their destination in the European. The refugees came 

from conflict countries that the problems have not finished yet, such as Syria, 

Palestine, Pakistan, Eritrea, and several African countries.   

 Moreover, the Federal Government of Germany has the annual report of 

their foreign policy related to the migrant, asylum seekers, and refugees. In 2014 

and 2015 annual report there were several programs and rules that will guide the 

refugees in Germany from the facilities of free shelter, learning German, and the 

opportunity to get job in Germany.  

 However, the huge number of refugees in Germany caused internal 

problem in the internal level of Germany. There are many criminalizations in 

Germany when refugees live there. We know that most of the original country of 

the refugee, came from the Middle East countries. We know that the culture in 

Middle East different from German culture. In Middle East countries women 

tend to cover all their body, in contrast with Germany who are free to use what 

they want to use. This cultural shock created the high number of  rapes in 

Germany.  
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 The high number of refugees were not only raising the number of rape 

cases but also emerging the anti-migrant movement. The differences of these 

cases are the rapist mostly attacked the local citizen and the anti-migrant are 

assaulted the migrant including refugees and asylum seekers; in fact Germany is  

a country of anti-discrimination including the discrimination against races.  

 With the refugee crisis in Germany, the government accepted the 

refugees to be a part of their country with several reasons which influenced the 

government to take decision regarding the refugees.  From the deep analysis 

about the chapter before, the author concluded that the refugees are a miracles 

for Germany. In the domestic capacity, the refugees function as the tool of the 

chancellor of Germany to raise vote in parliament, in the economic capacity the 

refugees had contributed in the Germany labor market and helped them to build 

the economy. In addition, the refugee’s crisis helps the Germany proving himself 

as de facto EU leader. With the values of their leadership, Germany told and 

showed to all EU members and the entire world about their capacity as the EU 

leader.   

  


